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The Non-Communicable Disease Challenge

Why prevention matters
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Risk factors for ill health
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Newton et al. (2015) Changes in health in England, with analysis by English regions and areas of deprivation, 1990–2013: a 

systematic analysis for the Global Burden of Disease Study 2013. The Lancet



International context

4 ISPAH (2016)



Inactivity is killing us

Decreasing activity levels since 1960s: 

oAdults are over 20% less active

oBy 2030 we will 35% less active

Physical inactivity is responsible for:

o1 in 6 UK deaths

oUp to 40% of many long-term conditions

Estimated £7.4 billion annual cost
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Ng SW, Popkin B (2012); Lee I-M, et al. (2012); Wen CP, Wu X (2012); WHO (2010); Ossa D & Hutton J (2002); 

Murray et al. (2013)



Children need to be more active
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Health Survey for England 2012 (HSE); Active People Survey 8, April 2013-April 2014 (APS); National Travel Survey 

July 2014 (NTS)



Trends in travel to school
Children aged 5-16years; National Travel Survey, Great Britain   

1995/97-2013

Data includes trips of less than 50 miles only



Why is promoting physical activity an 

important public health issue? 
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Lifecourse stage Benefits

Under 5s • Contributes to a healthy weight*

• Improves bone health 

• Improves cardiovascular health 

• Supports physical, social and emotional development 

• Develops movement and co-ordination 

Life course impact: is associated with higher physical 

activity levels later in life.

*Diet makes a bigger contribution to a child’s energy intake and weight status. 

E.g. If a child consumes a full sugar beverage, a standard chocolate bar and a bag of crisps they 

would need to run for an average of 50 minutes to burn off the energy consumed.  

Start Active, Stay Active, 2011

Start Active, Stay Active, 2011
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Lifecourse stage Benefits

5-11s Physically

• Enhanced cardio-metabolic health

• Muscular-skeletal health

• Bone density

• Cardio respiratory fitness

Mentally

• Enhance mental wellbeing including positive self esteem and 

lower levels of anxiety and stress

Socially

• Improved confidence and peer acceptance

Academically

• Emerging association with academic achievement, improved 

concentration and attention

Lifecourse impact: children and young people who are physically 

active are more likely to continue the habit into adult life*

Why is promoting physical activity an 

important public health issue? 



What is physical activity?
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Physical activity 

Active 
living

Active 
travel

Active 
recreation

Active sport

Informal 
sport

Organised 
sport



Key national policy / strategies

Sporting Future

NHS Five Year Forward View

Sustainable Transformation Plans

NHS Workforce Health CQUIN

Towards an active nation

Childhood Obesity Plan

Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy

Green paper on Health and Work
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HM Government Childhood Obesity 

A Plan for Action

COP Deliverables
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1. Soft drinks industry levy

2. Taking out 20% of sugar in products

3. Supporting innovation to help businesses to make their products healthier

4. Developing a new framework by updating the nutrient profile model

5. Making healthy options available in the public sector

6. Continuing to provide support with the cost of healthy food for those who 

need it most

7. Helping all children to enjoy an hour of physical activity every day

8. Improving the co-ordination of quality sport and physical activity 

programmes for schools

9. Creating a new healthy rating scheme for primary schools

10.Making school food healthier

11.Clearer food labelling

12.Supporting early years settings

13.Harnessing the best new technology

14.Enabling health professionals to support families

Food actions in red

Schools actions in blue

Other actions in brown
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Everybody Active Every Day 
the national physical activity framework

Active society

Moving 
professionals

Moving at scale

Active 
environments



Evidence for implementation

Synthesis of existing evidence base (e.g. NICE)

Evidence-based actions across public health system:
oSettings

oLife-course

Includes five key steps for local action:

1. Every child to enjoy & have skills to be active

2. Safe, attractive & inclusive active living environments

3. Make every contact count in public & voluntary sectors

4. Lead by example in public sector workspace 

5. Evaluate and share ‘what works’ 
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Changing general attitudes to 

make physical activity the 

expectation or social norm

Working across sectors in the 

places we live and work

Developing a common vision 

for “Everybody Active, Every 

Day”

1. Active society –
Creating a social movement

Public Health England (2014) Everybody Active Every Day.



2.7 million children, young people and families signed up

Over 200 national partners and 700,000 local 

supporting organisations 

Participation added an average extra five minutes daily 

activity

Change4life Sports clubs target the least active 

children. Evaluation has shown a significant, positive 

effect on the activity levels. 

Youth Health Champions - give young people the skills, 

knowledge and confidence to act as peer mentors.  

726,144 School Games participants; 52% female and 

12% disabled
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1. Active society –
Key PHE  national progress

http://greenwichhealthyliving.nhs.uk/content/uploads/2014/11/Change4Life-01-640x350.png


Technical Innovation & Community       

Co-production

• Hackathons in 2016 held in Salford and Hammersmith

• Young people, community activists and technical experts collaborate 

to create new ideas to address childhood obesity in their locality

• Winning ideas included an App for young people and making better 

use of parks and open spaces

Artist Juli Dosad's mural about the Hackathon
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Utilising existing network of influencers 

on the public, the public & voluntary 

sector workforce

‘Making every contact count’ across 

sectors and disciplines

Starting with expertise & leadership in 

key sectors:

o Education

o Sports & leisure

o Health & social care

o Planning, design, transport

2. Moving professionals –
Activating networks

Public Health England (2014) Everybody Active Every Day.



Clinical Champions  programme

Over 4,000 HCPs trained through peer-to-peer 

education integrated into existing training

Delivered in conjunction with local physical activity 

system (through LA or CSP support)

Stepped expansion with partners:
o National footprint of 21 GPs and pilot AHP, midwife and 

nurse champions in 16/17 (with Sport England)

o SEM HST trained as part of specialist training

o Burdett Trust grant awarded for nurse cadre in 17/18

Internal evaluation with BHF demonstrates good 

engagement and leadership, but need to strengthen data 

collection and Quality Assurance
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CMO Infographics

Developed by CMOs’ Expert 

Group supported by PHE

Wide dissemination

o Insert in British Medical Journal 

o Electronically through British 

Journal of Sports Medicine

o Cross-referenced across 

national programmes and 

initiative (e.g. NHS Health 

Checks, etc.)
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Early Years actions

• Revised menu’s for early years settings due to be launched

in the next few weeks with a campaign to raise awareness amongst 

early years practitioners and parents

• Early Years Foundation Stage Framework to be updated with specific 

reference to CMO PA guidelines (Spring/Summer 2017)

• Scoping of early years training providers and the inclusion of nutrition, PA and 

healthy weight messaging in Early Years qualifications. 

• Review where content on nutrition, physical activity, healthy weight messaging 

and weaning advice in materials used by midwives and health visitors can be 

strengthened

• State of the Nation: Maternity and Childhood Obesity Symposium –Wednesday 

29th March 2017, London aimed at nurses and commissioners

21 Presentation title - edit in Header and Footer



What works to support physical 

activity in Schools and Colleges
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Contribution of schools and colleges
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PHE (2015) What works in schools and colleges to increase physical activity
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Developing ‘healthy’ cities, 

villages, towns and communities

Linking across disciplines 

through planning and policy
o‘Active’ infrastructure planning

o“Active by Design” campaigns

oCapital funding investments

Embedding activity for all
oAge-friendly

oDisability-friendly

3. Active environments –
Creating the right spaces

Public Health England (2014) Everybody Active Every Day.



Active Design guidance (with Sport England)

Planning Health Weight Environments workshops (with 

Town & Country Planning Association)

NHS Healthy Towns programme

Active travel briefing for local authorities

Guidance for planners (with the Town & Country 

Planning Association)

Partnerships  and briefings with the Horticulture and 

Health Forum, Natural England and National Parks
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3. Active environments –
Key national progress



School actions

• Every primary school child should get 

at least 60 minutes of moderate to 

vigorous physical activity a day. At 

least 30 minutes should be delivered 

in school every day:

• through active break times

• PE

• extra-curricular clubs

• active lessons

• sport and physical activity events. 
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Source: 

https://www.havering.gov.uk/Pages/Servic

es/School-travel-plans.aspx 
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Positive change must happen at 

every level and must be measurable, 

permanent and consistent

Implement ‘what works’ at scale

Maximise existing assets

o Human 

o Physical

Make being active the easiest, 

efficient choice!

4. Moving at scale –
Interventions that make us active

Public Health England (2014) Everybody Active Every Day.



What works to support physical 

activity in Schools and Colleges
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Contribution of schools and colleges
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PHE (2015) What works in schools and colleges to increase physical activity



‘What works’ national case study collation and review (with ukactive and 

NCSEM)

Over 1,000 attendees at regional fora in 2015 and 2016 (with ukactive, 

CSPN, LGA, NCSEM and BHFNC)

Whole System approach to Obesity programme

Get Active, Get Healthy programme (Sport England)

Development of the national data collection on physical 

activity for CYP including the annual HSE and DCMS ‘Taking 

Part’ survey.

Physical Activity Standard Evaluation Framework (SEF) 

ROI tools – MOVES (Sport England), NICE

A ‘what works’ toolkit for tackling childhood obesity is currently being 

developed for LA’s which will include active play and healthy lifestyles. 

•
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4. Moving at scale –
Key national progress



Looking to the future
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The UK of the future
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65,572,409 people

23.4% over the age of 60yrs

62.2% of working age

Most northern european countries are 

seeing population growth, eastern 

european are seeing population 

reduction

1 in 4 5yr old boys & 1 in 3 5yr 

old girls will live to 100yrs

73,360,907  people

29.3% over age of 60yrs

60.5% working age

Without influence of 

migration population 

pyramid becomes more top 

heavy

2016 2036

Millennials, Centennials and Rewilding Strategists



Looking ahead

Investing in physical activity is key at an individual 

level to being able to enjoy life, remain 

economically active and independent into later life.

For the public sector, ensuring individuals are 

active across the life course is essential to the 

economic viability of local communities and the 

sustainability of the public sector.
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